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I. Introduction 

Causes and consequences of regional differentials of degree of economic development-

however measured-have received much attention by economists who are interested in economic 

development and regional economics. Numerous articles written on the subject, however, are 

mostly either theoretical or in the form of debates concerning the respective authors' views 

on goals and means of regional economic development.l 
In addition to difficulties in obtaining data, one of the major problems of regional econo-

mic research has been to establish a generally-agreed-upon measure of "degree of economic 

development."2 If the level of per capita income in regions is highly correlated with the level 

of economic development, it is useful to have such a measure which we could somehow at-

tempt to increase. Such an indicator, over and beyond the general Clarkian type of descrip-

tion, could be of significant use in measuring the results of a policy, the impact of economic 

growth on respective regions, or in isolating key variables or parameters which cause the 

indicator to change either relatively or absolutely. If such an indicator shows no relationship, 

or only a weak one, with the level of regional per capita income, then policy makers need 

to consider other avenues of increasing the income of low income regions. 

This paper attempts to suggest a possible indicator wllich is derived from a technique 

suggested by Pal8 and by use of factor analysis. The resulting indicator, then, will be used 

to examine some aspects of the Japanese economy between 1955 and 1960. Due to difficulties 

$ Mr. M,N. Pal of the Indian Statistical Institute, New Delhi, India, was very helpful in offering his 

comments and guidance. Professor Hisao Nishioka of Aoyama Gakuin University, Japan, commented on 
the initial draft of this paper. My thanks are also due to the San Diego State College Foundation which 

provided a small grant for calculation of the data. 

** Associate Professor of Economics, San Diego State College, U.S. A. 

l Important contributions such as Hanna's and numerous others in the U.S., and the recent vo]ume 
edited by Shinohara in Japan cornprise extensive empirical research. But what I am suggesting here is 

the relative neglect of empirical research which could be more directly usefu] in policy formulation. For 

further comments and citations on the Shinohara volume, see footnote 2. 

z In addition to the Clarkian description of primary, secondary and tertiary sector breakdowns, the 

share of the secondary sector, value added in manufacturing per worker, incom~ originating in the non-

agricultural sector, and so on, have been used. M. Umemura, "Structure and Variation in Regional 
Employment" in M. Shinohara, ed_. Econometric Analysis of Regional Economic Structure (Hitotsubashi 

University Research Series, 1965) uses these and other methods. 

8 M.N. Pal, "A Method of Regional Analysis of Economic Development with Special Reference to 
South India," Journal of Regional Science. Vo]. 5, r~!To. 1, 1963, pp. 41-58. For a detailed derivation of 

the equation (1), see: Pal, "Zur Berechnung eines Kombinierten Konzentrationsindexes : Ein Beitrag zur 

Methode der Regionalanalyse," Rau'nforschung und.Raumordnung. Vol. 20 (1963) pp. 87-93. 
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in　obta玉ning　data　at　the　regional　Ievel　for　a　Ionger　period，what　we　can　examine　is　limited

and　only　useful　in　suggesting　possible　uses　of　such　an　indicator．　Though　the　tlme　span

obsenアed　is　extremely　brief　for　any　long　range　observations，this　was　the　period　in　which

the　Japanese　economy　grew　at　an　annual　average　rate　of10．2per　cent　ln　real　terms　and　in

which　several　major　laws　to“develop　less－developed　regions”were　enacted　and　put　into　e仔ect．4

　　　This　paper　proceeds　as　follows：　（1）an“index　of　concentration”suggested　by　Pal　was

calculated　for　two　points　of　time（1955and1960）∋（2）these　indices　then　were　used　as　raw

data　in　two　sets　of　factor　analyses　to　obtain　Z　scores　which　could　be　considered　indicators

of“degree　of　economic　development三”（3）these　Z　scores　were　regressed　on　various　regionally

signi丘cant　varlables；and（4）some　tentative　observations　and　possible　courses　of　further　research

are　ventured．

II．“鰯oκげc傭伽惚’競”

　　　　To　obtain　raw　data　to　be　used　in　the　fo110wing　factor　analysis，indices　of　economic　de・

velopment（1），as　defined　below，were　calculated　using　the　equation（1）adopted　by　Pal：5

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　石一　σP‘　P＋　σPゴ　D乞，（f－1，＿，7）
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　σ刀かP星十σPる．万‘　σo‘．戸じ十σP‘．万邑

where　R＝a　percentage　var三able，DFlog，4f　where4‘denotes　a　density　variable　as　shown　in

Table1，P‘andρ乞＝the　mean　values，andσpf　andσ∂‘are　the　standard　deviation　of＆and

Dεrespectively．（see　Table1）．　These　coe缶cients　of　P。and　D‘in　equation　（1）have　been

chosen　by　Pal　as　this　form　satis丘esη，p冴η，p乞，which　are　the　coe伍cients　of　correlation　of為

with　Pl　and　D‘respectively．　The　tot＆l　variation　of　P‘and　P葛as　explained　byムis：

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　1
　　　　（2）　　　　　　　（72・fP、＋r2、ρε）＝　（1＋rp‘P‘）
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　2

whereプp‘o‘is　the　coe癒cient　of　correlatlon（positive　value）between　P‘and　Z）‘．　Pal　has　also

shown　that　this　is　the　maximum　variation　that　the　linearly　combined　variable1‘of　P‘and　Z）‘

can　explain，Th6value　of1乞＞1represents　a　higher　Ievel　and1葛＜1represents　a　lower　level

of“concentねtion”than　that　of　the　mean“concentration”in　Japm　in1955and1960．Tables
2　and　3give　the　results　of　the　calculation　of　equation（1）for　all　seven　ind玉ces　and　the　related

9・6伍cientsf・r1955and1960．

　41n　Professor　Ito’s　words：“Beginning1956，Acts　to　Promote　Regional　Developmellt　have　come　into

being　one　by　one　in　Tohoku，Kyushu，Shikoku，Chugoku，and　Hokuriku　regions．When　these　acts
are　consi（lered　with　the　Capital（TQkyo）Reorganization　Act，it　is　clear　that　the　development　of　less

developed　regions　and　reexamination　of　developed　regions　have　become　our　concem。，．　After　cQmplet－

ing　the　postwar　reconstruction，the　questions　conceming　the　reevaluation　of　conditions　of　industrial　loca。

tion，and　readjustment　of　regional　income　differentials　have　now　come　to　the　forefront　replacing　the

problems　of　dam　building　and　food　supply．”　Z、Ito，κoたμ40καfhα∫5％πoκ8∫羅∫（ヲαたμ（Economics　of

National　D’velopment）（Shunjyusha　Publishing　Co．，1965）3rd　Edition，p．．64．

　，5The　nature　of　equation　（1）can　pe■haps　be　better　grasped　intuitlvely　when　it　is　realized　that玉t　can

be　re・written　as　follows＝

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　P毎　　D乞
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　十

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　σP‘　　σP‘
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　1‘＝　　＿　　＿
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　踊　　α
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　一十
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　σP‘　　σP‘
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l. DEFINITION OF VARIABLES RELATED TO 
INDICES OF CONCENTRATION 

INITIAL 

67 

Index 

Il=1ndex of urbanization 

12=1ndex of concentration of 
secondary industries 

Is=1ndex of concentration of 
manufacturing industries 

14=1ndex of concentration of 
those engaged in financial 
insurance and real estate 
(FI & R) activities 

15=1ndex of concentration of 
those engaged in wholesale 
and retai] industries 

16=1ndex of concentration of 
those engaged in transporta-
tion, communication and pub-
lrc utilities (TC & PU) 

17=1ndex of concentration of 
those engaged in service in-
dustries 

P
 

Pl=Those living in cities of over 
30.000 as a percentage of 
total population 

P2=Employees in secondary in-
dustry as a percentage of 
total labor force 

P3 = Employees in manufacturing 
industry as a percentage of 
total labor force 

P4=Employees in FI&R as a 
percentage of total labor 
f orce 

I'5=Employees in who]esale and 
retail as a percentage of total 

labor force 

Pe=Employees in TC & PU as a 
percentage of tota] Iabor 
f orce 

I'7=Employees in service in-
dustries as a percentag'e of 
tota] Iabor force 

d = eD 

Source: Research Division. Economic Planning Agency of the Japanese Government, Chiiki 
A-eizai Tokei Yoran (Essential Statistics of Regional Economies). 1960, and Toyo Keizai Publish-

ing Co.'s 1958, 1959 and 1962 volumes of Keizai Tokci Nenkan (Annua] Economic Statistics) were 

used for area of prefectures and the urbanization data. 

Notes on rs: 
Il: In the 1950 data, two cities which were very close to 30,000 (i.e., over 29,000) were included. 

12: This consists of manufacturing, mining and construction industries. 

17: This consists of all who are engaged in the tertial sector less those engaged in FI&R, TC&PU, 

wholesale and retail sales, and government employees. 

It should be made clear that these seven indices were chosen subjectively and were those 

a~'ailable in usable form by prefectures (a political unit which will be used in this paper in 

lieu of the term "reglon"). In no way is it claimed that the present mix of indices chosen 

yields a definite and more reliable Z score than possible alternative mixes.6 The mix of indices 

could be improved when more pertinent data are published for each prefecture and further 

discussions on index selection yield a more objectively agreed upon mix of indices.7 

e The mix of 1's of course needs to be chosen based on some theoretical framework. Those indices 
selected for this paper are those which are often used. As will be made clear, in the course of our 

discussion, various mixes of rs are to be chosen depending the nature and purpose of investigation. 

? The source cited in Table I and the Shinohara volume, op. cit., contain many other data which could 

be used had they been available for 1955 and 1960. However, they are available for selected years only 

and those available for a longer time period often appear in unusable form. The question of what are 

"pertinent" data will be discussed shortly. 

dl=density of urban population 
per square kilometer of total 
area of a prefecture 

d2=density of employees in sec-
ondary industries per square 
kilometer of total area of a 
pref ecture 

d3=density of employees in 
manufacturing industries per 
square kilometer of total 
area of a prefecture 

d4=density of employees in FI 
& R per square kilometer 
of total area of a prefecture 

d5=density of employees in 
wholesa]e and retail per 
square kilometer of total 
area of a prefecture 

cl6=density of employees in 
TC & PU per square kilo-
meter of total area of a 
f ecture 

d7=density of employees in ser-
vice per square kilometer of 
total area of a prefecture 
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The values of correlation c(5efficients given in column 3 of Tables 2 and 3 are so high 

that each of the seven I>s can be considered as a very good representative of ~ as well as 

Dt. This comment also applies to the amount of total variation as given in column 4 of the 

same two tables. Given these two sets of equations in the form of li=aP.+bDt, where a 
and b are coefficients as shown in Tables 2 and 3, we have computed 2 sets of I*j's, one for 

1955 ahd the other for 1960. (i=1, ..., 7, and j=1, ,.., 46, or 3-,!2 I.J's for each year.) 

TABLE 2. EQUATIONS OF INITIAL Ir~1TDICES AND THE VALUES 
OF RELATED COEFFICIENTS, 1955 

TABLE 3. EQUATIONS OF INITIAL INDICES A_ND THE VAI.UES 
OF RELATED COEFFICIE¥. ,TS, 1960 

Using, then, t~ese calculated Lj's as raw data, we can now construct a composite index 

of "economlc development" (Z) provided that as Pal has wrrtten, (i) the inter-correlations 

among the variables are high; (ii) the explained variation in quite high (over 50 per cent) and 

(iii) there is no difficulty in interpretation of the final composite index. The conditions (i) 

and (ii) are clearly,'met as a glance at Tables 2 and 3 shows, and condition (iii) is also met, 

as will be made clear shortly, in that the use of the final Z scores as a measure of "economic 

development," the writer believes, is easy to interpret. 

The composite index (Z) then was calculated for 1955 and 1960 using a principal-compo-

nents-factor analysis which is frequently used in econometric studies.8 Under the above assump-

tions, and presuming that regional differences account for the majority of the indices' variation, 
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the first principal component, or factor, will logically be a regional 

for such a score is: 

7
 
J
 

[ t. Zj= ~ Lj-1 Fi 
i=1 6lt 

TABLE 4. COMPOSITE INDEX Z FOR 46 PREFECTURES 

dimension. 

1955 AND 

The 

1960 

69 

f ormula 

8 The principal components analysis is a technique. which has been widely used in psychometric re-

search. The basic idea of the technique is to construct new indices that are linear functions of the 
original variables, are independent of one another, and account for as much of the variance of the ori-

ginal variables as is possible with a minimum number of new or constructed variables. The original 
formuiation of this method is found in H. Hotel]ing, "Analysis of a Complex of Statistical Variables into 

Principal Components," Jour'lal of Educational Psycholopy (September and October, 1933). This metnod 

is also described fully in H.H. Harman, Modern Factor Analysis (University of Chicago Press, 1960), pp. 

160-191. 
The subject of factor analysis covers a broad range of models and techniques and has immense 

literature concerning it. The following four articles listed are all econometric studies which use the 

principal components analysis : Meyer, J.R., and Kraft, G., "The Evaluation of Statistical Costing Tech-

niques as Applied to the Transportation Industry." American Economic Review, LI (1961) ; Rutherford, 
R. S. G., "The Principal Factors Approach to Index Number Theory," Econo'nic Recood (November 1954); 
Stone. R., "On the Interdependence of Blocks of Transactions," Journal of Royal Statistical Society, 
Supplement, IX (1947) ; and Tintner, G., "Some Applications of Multivariant Analysis to Economlc Data," 

Journal of the Alnerican Statistical Assoclation. XI (1946). 
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where : Z, is the composite (Z) score for the jLh prefecture, or reglon 

Ilj Is the value of index i for the jth prefecture; 

li is the mean value of index i; 

al' is the standard deviation of index i; 

and Fi is the factor loading for tlre ith jndex on the regional factor. 

The values of these scores for 1955 and 1960 are shown in Table 4. 

Note that ll to 17 are mutually correlated significantly as shown in Tables 5 and 6, so 

all of these vanables can be treated together to yreld a s ng'le charactenstrc of "degree of 

economic development." Also, the proportion of the total variance of the seven I's explained 

by the one factor Z is high enough, viz., .8894 for 1955 and .8975 for 1960, to be taken as 

the general character of these seven variables. In addition, with little difficulty we can accept 

Z as the composite index of the "degree of economic deve[opment" when we note that both 

Z1955 and Z1960 are positively correlated with each of the seven I.'s. The coefficients of cor' 

relation (factor loadings) between Z and each I are: .9~6, .958, .939, .965, .980, .910, and 
'l955 

.950; and between Z1960 and each I are: .968, .952, .922, .971, .967, .894, and .9-~)3. 

TABI_E_ 5. CORRELATION MATRlX, 1955 

I
 

I
l
 1
2
 
1
3
 1
4
 1
5
 1
6
 1
7
 

I
l
 

1
2
 

1
3
 

1
4
 

1
5
 

1
6
 

1
7
 

l . OOO 852 

1. OOO 

843 

979 

l . OOO 

866 

896 

885 

1 . OOO 

911 

924 

903 

962 

l . OOO 

789 

847 

797 

866 

848 

1. OOO 

879 

854 

815 

918 

943 

892 

1. OOO 

TABLE 6. CoRREl.*¥TloAN, MATRIX, 1960 

I
 

I
1
 l
z
 1
3
 I
{
 1
5
 1
6
 1
7
 

h
 

1
2
 

I
s
 

1
4
 

1
5
 

1
6
 

1
7
 

l. OOO 99~1 

1 . OOO 

899 

984 

l. OOO 

941 

886 

858 

1 . OOO 

935 

883 

839 

966 

1 . OOO 

815 

812 

759 

84 2 

829 

l . OOO 

868 

797 

742 

906 

922 

856 

1 . OOO 

The Z scores seen m Table 4 should stnke those who are familiar with the Japanese 

economy as extremely "reasonable" sets of figures.9 Tol{yo and Osaka-the two largest in-

dustrial centers of Japan enjoy the two highest Z scores, followed closely by Kanagawa (which 

includes Yokohama City). These super-industrial prefectures are then followed by Aichi 

9 The values of Z1955 and Z1960 of Table 4 are comparable by prefecture only in the specific year indi-

cated. If the raw data of 1960 are fed into the equation system with coefficients as obtained in 1955, 

we can compute another index, say Z'I960 ¥1'ith base 1955. This will permit us to analyze the differential 

pattern of growth by prefectures. 
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(Nagoya), Kyoto. Hyogo (Kobe), and Fukuoka-all of which are either highly "developed" 

and or contiguous to the super-industrialized three prefectures cited above. Also, a list of 

prefectures having the largest negative Z scores includes such prefectures as Kagoshima, 

Miyagi, Aomori, Iwate, Yamagata, Fukushima, Shimane and others which the Japanese 
customarily refer to as "A'~sllln Chttkl or "under developed regrons " 

III. Conlelation between Z Scores aud Selected Data 

Given the nature of Z scores, one expects some economic data to be highly correlated 

with them. Table 7 I]elow shows the results of regressing four such data on Z scores. 

TABLE 7. CoEFFICIENT OF DETERMlINATION BETWEEN 
Z SCORES AND SELECTED DATA 

Sources and Notes . 

(a) Computed from I,idustrial Stattstics of 1955 and 1960 volumes, compiled by the Analytical 
Statistics Section, Ministry of Internationai Trade & Industry. 

(b) Value added=Value of Output-Input Costs-Taxes-Depreciatlon taken from the source cited 
in (a). 

(c) This could be negative (emigration) or positive (immigration). The data was taken from the 

source cited for Table 1. 

The results-all of which are signitificant at .OOI Ievel-confirm the usual thesis that : (1) 

economic development is highly correlated with investments in manufacturing industries, or 

more accurately, those prefectures enjoying a higher "degree of economic development" ex-

perience a larger amount of manufacturing investment; (2) more industrialized prefectures 

enjoy ~ higher productivity per person both because of a higher capital-labor ratio and more 

efficient labor; (3) population flows from low Z to high Z prefectures, and (4) the higher the 

Z score, the higher the per capita tax paid.lo 

Besides these obvious findings, a few interesting facts are brought out by relationships 

between Z scores and some other data. When the ratio of national tax to total tax was re-

gressed on Z scores the results were 3788 for 1955 and 5703 for 1960 (Both are significant 

at OOI Ievel ) I hrs apprecrable mcrease In R undoubtedly reflects the conscious taxation 

policy of the government to aid less developed prefectures ll 

ro points (3) and (4) are, in a sense, spurious correlations in that both migration and tax paid are 

highly correlated with income ievel. For example. when the 1955 Ieve] of income was regressed in 
migration in 1955, .7308 was obtained. But this need not be so as it is quite conceivable that at some 
point of time or in a different country, Z-Tax and Z-Migration corre]ations could be statistically insigni-

ficant while Z-Income is significant, or vice versa. 

ll An excellent and extensive statistical survey and policy description on this point is found in K. Emi, 

"Reglonal Econom~ and Frscal Structure," in the volume edited by Shinohara, op. cit., p. 89-121. 
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The relationship between Z scores and the amount of social investments made by all levels 

of government-hereafter referred to as SOC-was found to be significant. The coefficient of 

determination between Z1955 and SOC195G was .26-98, and between Z1960 and SOCl9sl was .3373, 

and both are significant at .OOI Ievel. This relationship between "degree of industrialization" 

and SOC has been discussed often. One's policy position could range from insisting on seeing 

a negative R to a high positive R, i.e., one could recommend a new super highway in Shimane 

prefecture (Z= -5.406) or an additional port facility in Osaka (Z= 18.513). 

Between these two positions an economy needs to find an optional way to distribute SOC 

so that the Z scores of all or some of the prefectures could be changed relative to one another. 

In deciding the course of policy, such factors as resource allocation, economies of agglomera-

tion, and specific policy goals must be evaluated. With further examinations covering a 

10nger period and involving a finer breakdown of the nature of SOC, one may be able to use 

the possible relationship between Z and SOC in policy making.12 

In the Japanese case, regional economists seem to feel the allocation of SOC has not been 

successful. For example, Professor Ito, discussing the government policy of SOC between 
1955 and L9. 59, stated that: 

It (the policy) was focused on increasing output-such as electricity-rather than economic 

benefits of development. As is clear from the rapid expansion of the (government) des-

ignated areas of development..., the policy resulted m a diffused "develop all reglons" 

plan rather than the selective development plan we wanted to see adopted.13 

Or, in the words of a government report, SOC "merely followed on the heels of economic 

development"I4 in its efforts to ease the problem of bottlenecks rather than following a pre-

conceived and thought-out plan. As in the areas of tax policy, regional economists can make 

significant contributions in making firm recommendations on the use and allocation of SOC, 

based on detailed and well-conceived empirical research. Realizing the voluminous amount of 

literature on SOC and its relationship to economic development, the writer hastens to add 

that the above observations are a few passing remarks only to reemphasize the importance of 

empirical research on SOC. 

Relationships between the level of economic development and the "equality" of income 

distribution have also been a subject of frequent discussion. At the international level many 

authors llave supported the view that less developed nations tend to have more unequal dis-

tributions of income.15 What is the relationship between Z scores and the pattern of income 

distribution ? 

To examine this question, we have correlated Z with L-coefficients suggested by Morgan,16 

and have also compared variance (to be defined below) and Z scores. Introducing a makeshift 

12 Professor Emi in the reference cited above (p. 1_97) uses SOC data which were separated into 8 sub-

categories. As these data were classified by 9 region-5 rather than each prefecture, I was unable to use 

them in this paper. 

13 Ito, op. cit., p. 63-64. 

14 The Japanese government's White Paper on Construction, 1960, p, 4, quoted In Ito, op, cit., p. 39. 

15 For example, see lrving B. Kravis, "International Differences in the Distribution of Income," Review 

of Econo'nics a'td Statistics. Vol. 42 (November 1960) ; Theodore Morgan, ' "Dlstributron of Income in 
Ceylon, Puerto Rico, The United States and the United Kingdom," Economic Journal, Vol. 63 (1953) ; 

and Harry T. Oshima, "The International Comparison of Size Distribution of Famiiy Incomes with 
Special Reference to Asia," Review of Economics and Statistics. Vo]. 44 (November 1962). 
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device because of data constraints,17 L-coefficients were calculated as follows : 

ll 

L=1- ~ [Xij-St(j-l] +Sij] 
j=1 

where Sij's are shares of mcome of j*h mcome class m Ith prefecture S j s were calculated by 
11 

taking the ratio of (Xij times midpoint of the jth income class) over ~ (X*j times midpoint of 
j=1 

jth income class) for all i. As the class interval of each income class was 10.000 yen, a midpoint 

of 5.000 yen for the lowest income class of "below l0,000 yen" and a midpoint of 105,000 

yen for the highest income class of "over 100,000 yen," were used. (See Table 8.) 

TABLE 8 

We must be extremely careful in interpreting the results. The relationship between L 

and Z*g6' (income data were not available for 1955) was ,1859 (significant at the one per cent 

16 James Morgan, "The Anatomy of Income Distribution," Review of Economics and Statistics. Vol. 
XLIV (August 1962), p. 281. L is the ratio of area between the Lorenz curve and diagonal over the area 

under diagonal. Morgan suggested tnat "For eight or more groups his approximation should be quite 
close." Our data covers ll income groups as indicated in the text. 

IT In the absence of data for respective share of income for each income class, the share of each in-

come class was obtained by multiplying the mid-point of each income by the number of households in 
that income class. As one cannot assume that distribution of income in each income class is normally 
distributed around the mid-point, this method introduces undefined degree of bias in our L-coefiicients. 
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level), Note that the figure is positive, contradicting, though weakly, the usual thesis that, 

at least at the international level, economic development brings about a more equal distribu-

tion of income. The nature of this coefficient of determination is perhaps better appreciated 

m the followmg analysrs vls a vis "variance." 

"Variance," referred to above, was computed to check against Z scores in search of a 

possible relationship. Variance (V) was calculated as follows : First mean of the j*h income 

class Mj (j=1, ..., 46 11) was obtained by ~ Xij/46 where X*, Is the number of households in 
j=* 

the i*h prefecture and in the j*h income class as a percentage of the total households in the 
*h refecture. After Mj were obtained, 46 variances were calculated as follows : 

** 

~ (Xij-Mj)2= Vi (i= 1, . . . , 46) 
/=~ 

The result yielded Vi's ranging from .O004 (V3) to .0655 (V46)' Since these are variances, 

one must interpret large Vt's to mean merely an indication of variance from national means. 

Stating it differently, Vi's are only useful in indicating, when large, that the pattern of income 

distribution in large V prefectures somehow differ from that of an "average prefecture." 

Taking, for example, the 12 Iargest Vi's, we find that they are prefectures 1, 3, 13, 14, 

27, 28, 32, 36, 39, 40, 45, and 46. When each of these prefectures is examined, it immediately 

becomes clear that V's tend to be larger when absolute values of Z scores are iarger (either 

positive or negative). The reason for this is seen in Diagram I below. The solid line in-

dicates the relative income distribution of the national mean of Mj's, and the other four lines 

indicate two high Z score prefectures, Tokyo and Osaka, and two low Z score prefectures, 

lwate and Kagoshima. 

DIAGRAM l. PATTERNS OF INCOME DISTRIBUTION' OF Two HIGH-Z PREFECTURES 
(TOKYO AND OSAKA) AND Two Lo¥v-Z PREFECTURES 

(IwATE AND I~~LGOSHIMA) vis-d-t'is NATIONAL "MEAN" PATTERN 
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These prefectures which have high V's and large negative Z's are the prefectures whose 

modal class is located at the same class as the national pattern (10,000 to 20,000 yen), but 

its frequency is higher, ~vhile the frequency of higher income classes is significantly below 

the national mean, These two deviations thus account for the larger V's observed. On .the 
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other　hand，in　those　prefectures　which　enjoy　high　positive　Z　scores　and　high　IV’s　are　those

which　have　the　modai　class　in　the　third　income　class（20，000to30，000yen）and　distributions

lose　much　of　their　skewness．The　latteゼs　VDs　are　large　for　exactly　opposite　reasons　as　those

of　the　negative　Z　score　prefectures．When　a　rank　correlation　coe伍clent　was　calculated　be・

tween　positive　Z　scores　and▽「’s（17prefectures）a　high，758（significant　at　the　one　per　cent

level），and　between　absolute　value　of　negative　Z　scores　and　their　y7s（29prefectures），．400

（signi6cant　at　the丘ve　per　cent，but　not　at　the　one　per　cent，leve1）were　obta孟ned，

　　　　The　coe伍clent　of　determination　between　L－coemcients　and　Z　scores，when　considered　with

our　observations　related　to　V’s，makes　it　clear　that　Z’s　of　less　developed　regions　must　be

raised　to　decrease乙一coe伍cients．18However，this　must　be　accomplished　without　increasing（or

hopefully　decreasing）observed　significant　positive　relatlonships　between　L　and　Z，and　with

increasingly　smaller　values　ofγs　for　all　prefectures．This　is　merely　to　state　that　low　income

prefectures’lncomes　ought　to　be　raise（i　and　the　level　and　pattem　of　income　distribution　of

less　developed　prefectures　should　approach　those　of　highly　developed　prefect皿es．When　re・

1atlonships　among　Z，乙and　V　are　closely　scrutinized　over　a　longer　period　of　time，one　could

hope　that　the　nature　of　the　relationship　between　the　pattem　and　the　level　of　income　distribu・

tion　and　the　degrees　of　economic　development　would　be　made　clearer　for　the　purposes　of

policy　making　and　theoretical　analyses．

IV．Sπ89θs’∫ons∫併F％πh87Rθsθα名じh観4動距の7P∫s6％ss∫伽s

　　　The　contents　of　this　paper，the　writer　is　first　to　admit，have　merely　served　as　a　sugges－

tion　for　further　investigation．When　additional　data－especially　for　a　longer　time　horizon－

can　be　obtained　and　further　discussions　succeed　in　evolving　a　more　objective（acceptable　or

agreed　upon）Z　score，】9it　would　aid　conslderably　in　gaining“greater　knowledge　of　regional

growth　processes　and　related　behavioral　pattems　than　is　now　available．”20

　18The　positive　relatiQnship　between　L　and　Zlg60perhaps　shows　the　ten〔1ency　of　a　concentration　of

econom玉c　power　in　the　hands　of　a　limited　number　of　persons，To　interpret　the　results　observed　in　the

text，one　must　approach　the　evaluation　of　the　results　with　fuU　cogmzance　that　inter－regional　income　dis－

tribution　ls　subject　to　different　sets　of　conditions　from　those　faced　by　intemational　income　distribution．

　　190ne　direction　this　type　of　empirical　research　ought　to　enter　much　more　thoroughly　is　the肛ea　of

human　investment　and　the　causes　and　effects　of　reginal　d疽erentlals　So皿e　areas　of　investigation　sug－

gested　by　Professor　Schultz　clearly　merits　our　further　attent玉on（as　one　of　l　indices）：

　　　　　　I　shall　concentrate　on丘ve　major　categories：（1）health　facUities　and　services，broadly　conceived

　　　to　include　all　expenditures　that　affect　the　life　expectancy，strength　and　stamina，and　the　vigor　and

　　　vitality　of　a　people5（2）on－the・job　trainining，including　old・style　apprenticeship　organized　by丘rms　l

　　　（3）formally　organized　education　at　the　elementary，secondary，and　higher　levels；（4）study　programs

　　　for　adults　that　are　not　organized　by丘rms，includlng　extension　programs　for　adults　that　are　not　organized

　　　by丘rms，includlng　extension　programs　notably　in　agriculture　l（5）m五gration　of　individuals　and　families

　　　to　adjust　to　changing　job　oPPortunities．

T．W、Schultz，【‘lnvestment　in　Human　Capita1，’㌧肋副‘αηE60η077‘i6R㎝液θ，Vol・LI，（March1961），p．9．

Though　no　systematic　analysis　was　presented，Professor　Sakamoto　recently　emphasized　the　lmportance

of　examining　the　question　of“how　the】ong－run（inter－regiona1）changes　come　about　due　to　a　balanced

distrlbution　of　human　capab遡ities　in　regions　within　a　nation．”」．Sakamoto，“Major　Elements　of　Inter－

regional　Income　D証ferentialsン”Kθガ顯ゴKθη々y％，VoL15（July1964），p・221・

　　20John　Meyer，‘‘Regional　EcQnomlcs，A　Survey，”∠肋61・f‘伽＆oηoか3‘‘R薦伽，Vol．LIII（March1963），
P．47．
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　　　　One　such　course　might　be，for　example，to　develop　a　modehn　which　selected　variables

and　pohcy　parameters　are　lagged窃5－a一寵5Z　scores　in　order　to　evaluate，isolate　and　possibly

predict　changes　in　Z　scores．　Not　only　some　variables　and　parameters　considered　in　this

paper，but　consumpt三〇n　pattems，types　of　investments，nature　and　source　of　income，etc、，can

be　examined－in　such　forms　as　multivariate　regression　analysis　or　my　other　technique－against

Z　scores．

　　　　When　these　e狂orts　are　made，we　may　be　able　to　discuss　the　policy　questions　at　a　more

meaningful　level　than　is　done　today，　After　all　signi6cant　combinations　of　variables　and

parameters（including　Ts　as　raw　data　of　Z’s）are　carefuliy　examined，the　note（1weakness　of

the　link　existing　between　theoretical　economics（unsupported　by　empirical　studies）and　regional

economic　development　plans（often　politically　motivated）could　be‘‘rationalized，’う21

210ne　of　lhe　most　favored　words　of　the　Japanese　govemment　o伍cials　and　business　community．




